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COVER STORY

Memories Matter at MSS!
Every 70 seconds, another American family is affected by
Alzheimer’s, a complex neurological disease that is the most
common form of dementia. More than 5 million people in the
United States have Alzheimer’s & more than 10 million are
caring for a loved one with the disease. Our families, like
yours, have had to make so many difficult decisions about a
loved one’s long-term care, financial assets & both physical
& mental health. Dealing with Alzheimer’s is not an easy
task and, because Alzheimer’s affects each sufferer &
caregiver differently, there is never one right way to cope. We
are incredibly thankful to have a Memory Way team that
cares day in & day out for our residents with Alzheimer's &
other dementias to achieve the highest quality of life &
function level while always maintaining resident dignity.
Magnolia Springs is pleased to share that we have raised over
$3,500 for this year's Walk to End Alzheimer's! The funds
raised will aid the continued research & support provided by
the Alzheimer's Association.

**Photo was taken in 2019 prior to COVID-19
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COMMUNITY HIGHLIGHT

Ornaments for Alzheimer's
The Memory Way Residents have been working hard to
create original, one-of-a kind ornaments for the holiday
season! Please help our residents in their cause by pre-

ordering your ornaments! 
Ornaments are $8 each by either cash or checks only

made out to “Magnolia Springs”

CULINARY CORNER

News from the Kitchen
Due to Supply Chain Issues, Labor Shortages, & ongoing
Covid-19 outbreaks it is becoming increasingly difficult
to consistently receive all the products we typically offer
here at Magnolia Springs. Over the last two months each
of the 2 deliveries we receive each week has had nearly
15%-20% of ordered items Not delivered.  You may have
seen this in absences of Gatorade flavors, Ice Creams,
Cereals, & Sodas. When items used to make meals fail to
arrive, the menu is changed, but when items in the Bistro
fail to arrive, we will unfortunately not have those items
until the vendors can ship them. We have also received
requests for certain items by brand. We try our best to
provide requested items, but unfortunately cannot
purchase Every brand through our Vendor SYSCO Food
Service. Hopefully by the time you are reading this the
dish room repairs have been completed & we are back to
real plates, silverware, & glasses. Thank you for your
understanding in these matters.

RESIDENT HIGHLIGHT

Donita C

Donita is from Fairland, Indiana.
She grew up with three brothers
and three sisters. She married
the love of her life, Alan and
they had five children (two girls
and three boys) together. Donita
attended Indiana University. Her
occupation was school and
church secretary at different
locations. 

Donita enjoys church, reading
and, helping people. She has a
beautiful, happy personality and
loves to share a smile. 

Her favorite memory is of her
wedding day to Alan. She also
cherishes the memories made
with her children. 

Her favorite part of Magnolia
Springs is the people and how
everyone is always helpful. 



The Great Outdoors
        
        Fresh air does the body and soul a world of good. Imagine the feeling of warm
sunshine on your skin, a clear blue sky above, the intoxicating scent of flowers in the
garden, and the songs of the crickets and birds. You’re feeling happier already, right?

        Parents know that when their children get restless, a trip to the park can turn stress into
laughter. After a day indoors working at the office, adults know how much brighter
everything looks when they walk around the block. Likewise, spending time outdoors with
your memory-impaired loved one can do wonders for their health, mood and general well-
being. 

        Aside from the physical benefits nature washes us in, it also has the power to calm us.
Numerous studies have shown an increase in positive feelings after a person spends some
time outside. This can especially benefit people living with memory impairment, who are
more prone to depression, agitation and aggression.

        In Memory Way, we try our best to take advantage of the sun in our beautiful courtyard
as much as possible and our residents our happier because of it.

Spiritual Wellness
        Spiritual well-being is defined as an "ability to experience and integrate meaning and
purpose in life through a person's connectedness with self, others art, music, literature,
nature, or a power greater than oneself." How does spiritual or religious beliefs affect one's
overall wellness? Religious or spiritual beliefs can lend meaning to one's life and aid in
recovery from illnesses, grief and depression. Drawing on prayer, meditation or nature can
increase one's religious or spiritual health.
        SMALL CHANGES CAN MAKE A BIG DIFFERENCE IN YOUR SPIRITUAL
JOURNEY.  A few suggestions to becoming more spiritual are:

Learn to forgive. 
Practice patience. 
Laugh often. 
Be open to new experiences. 
Learn to love yourself.

        Similar to the other dimensions of wellness, there is no “one size fits all” approach. 
When developing your spiritual wellness it is best to find the approach that works for you!
Wherever you are on your spiritual journey, spread love wherever you go...

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 



MEMORABLE MOMENTS



EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

Jenny Query

Sincerely,
Jenny Query 
queryjenny@mssouthpointe.com 

 
Happy October everyone!

Don’t you just love fall weather? The foods, the smells,
and the cooler temperatures… It is my favorite time of
year. 

Much like you, I wish we could host children for a Trick
or Treat. Given the current issue with rising Covid-19
numbers, it just isn’t a good idea. Your health and safety
are the most important thing at MSS and we take it very
seriously. 

We have good processes in place to quarantine new
residents upon arrival for a certain number of days. 

There is also a process of quarantine for those that return
from a rehab, and those individuals that go on outings. 

I appreciate your patience with us as we deal with the
pandemic and increase our efforts to prevent an outbreak
at MSS. 

If you ever have any questions, please see me to discuss.
I am always happy to answer any questions you may
have.

EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT

Debbie H.
Concierge PRN

 
Debbie is our new PRN
Concierge team member, who
started in August 2021.  Debbie
graduated from Martinsville
High School and attended
Indiana University.

Debbie is married with no kids,
but does have one fur baby.  Her
name is Izzy and she is a mini
Dotson.  In her free time she
enjoys walking, reading, biking,
diamond painting and traveling. 
Debbie and her husband move
to Florida during the cold
season in Indy.

Here is a funny thing about
Debbie.  She just recently
learned how to pump her own
gas!

Debbie's favorite part about
Magnolia Springs is getting to
know all the residents and
thinks the staff are the nicest
people.
She also enjoys seeing her
father who also lives in our
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Embrace the World: Germany
10/24-10/30

Halloween
10/31

UPCOMING EVENTS
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